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Under the Surface
The drinking water market has been hectic and manic. Regulatory structures are moving and 

shifting all the time, and large regulatory changes have been proposed. But for the wastewater 

sector, it has been comparatively quiet and unassuming.

We know regulatory actions and updates are forthcoming — risk assessment of PFAS in bio-

solids, long-term CSO plans coming to fruition, etc. — but, so far this year, the ship has been 

steady. Perhaps more interesting to me are the quieter trends and innovations bubbling up.

For one, energy management has always been a central focus for wastewater utilities due to 

the electrical expenses related to aeration and blowers. In the past month, I’ve learned about 

two facilities in particular that are addressing their energy problems head-on.

First is the City of Roseville’s Pleasant Grove WWTP, which installed equipment that would 

create renewable fuel for its solid wastes truck fleet. We will publish a Plant Profile on this facility 

in the September/October edition of Wastewater Digest as well as a video interview and photo 

gallery of the plant on our website.

Second is the Delaware County Regional Water Quality Authority, which used artificial intel-

ligence to identify optimizations of its aeration blowers to save the utility considerable costs in 

operations each month, and they see additional savings with future uses of the technology. A 

video interview with the utility and the solutions provider can be found at wwdmag.com/videos.

Concerns about energy extend into the topic of sustainability as well. In this issue, the 

Regional San EchoWater facility is featured in the Plant Profile section on page 38 (along with 

a video interview and photo gallery on our website). Regional San’s focus on Title 22 water is 

positioning it for its next project, called Harvest Water, which aims to reduce the reliance of agri-

cultural users on ground water sources by instead using recycled water.

There are really fascinating and interesting stories around the country happening in wastewa-

ter, and these are just the tip of the iceberg. I’m always open to learning about them, so be sure 

to drop me a line about your energy and sustainability efforts at my email below.
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pipe clamps and channels.

 > Multiple channel profiles and configurations suit complex project 
configurations.
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News Briefs

Supreme Court Weakens 
Clean Water Act 
Wetlands Protections

The Supreme Court ruled that the Clean Water 

Act (CWA) can only allow U.S. EPA to regulate 

discharges into wetlands that are directly con-

nected to, and practically indistinguishable 

from, protected waters.

In a major ruling, the Supreme Court’s deci-

sion on Sackett v. EPA cuts the reach of waters 

of the United States (WOTUS), only allow-

ing the regulation of wetlands that are indis-

tinguishable from a protected body of water. 

Under this 5-4 decision, other wetlands are no 

longer protected under the CWA.

The decision has wide-reaching ramifica-

tions for federal regulations on water quality 

management and stormwater management.

The Court decided that WOTUS can cover 

“only those relatively permanent, standing or 

continuously flowing bodies of water form-

ing geographical features that are described 

in ordinary parlance as streams, oceans, riv-

ers, and lakes.”

According to the Supreme Court, wetlands 

can only be considered as part of WOTUS 

when they have “a continuous surface con-

nection to bodies that are ‘waters of the 

United States’ in their own right, so that there 

is no clear demarcation between ‘waters’ 

and wetlands.”

This decision impacts EPA’s authority as the 

definition of WOTUS under the CWA decides 

the reach of the agency’s regulations.

Solenis Completes $4.6B 
Acquisition of Diversey

Solenis, a provider of water treatment solu-

tions, has completed its acquisition of 

Diversey Holdings Ltd., a provider of cleaning 

and disinfection solutions, for approximately 

$4.6 billion. The parties completed the acqui-

sition, which had been announced earlier this 

year, effective July 5.

With the acquisition, Solenis has grown 

to an enterprise operating in more than 130 

countries with 71 manufacturing facilities and 

more than 15,000 employees. Headquartered 

in Wilmington, Delaware, Solenis was 

acquired by Platinum Equity in 2021. Bain 

Capital, the majority shareholder of Diversey, 

will hold a minority stake in Solenis as a result 

of the transaction.

John Panichella, CEO of Solenis, stated 

that the addition of the Diversey line of clean-

ing and hygiene products and technologies 

helps create cross-selling opportunities that 

will make Solenis an even more valuable part-

ner for its customers.

Minnesota Estimates 
PFAS Removal to Cost 
$21B Over 20 Years

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

released a report that estimated the removal 

and destruction of PFAS from certain waste-

water streams in the state could cost $14 to 

$28 billion over 20 years.

The MPCA commissioned the independent 

study as part of Minnesota’s PFAS Blueprint, a 

comprehensive interagency plan to prevent, 

manage, and clean up PFAS pollution. The 

study is the first of its kind and, although spe-

cific to Minnesota, the methods developed to 

estimate costs can be applied anywhere.

The report, titled “Evaluation of Current 

Alternatives and Estimated Cost Curves 

for PFAS Removal and Destruction from 

Municipal Wastewater, Biosolids, Landfill 

Leachate, and Compost Contact Water,” 

was prepared by Barr Engineering Company 

and Hazen & Sawyer with funding from 

the Minnesota Environment and Natural 

Resources Trust Fund.

The companies found that PFAS removal 

and destruction from municipal wastewa-

ter could cost between $2.7 million and $18 

million per pound, depending on facility size. 

Small wastewater treatment facilities would 

face per-pound costs more than six times 

greater than large facilities, due to econo-

mies of scale.

New technology that reduces costs to 

remove and destroy PFAS from wastewater 

is in development, but the MPCA indicated 

that, without an alternative source of funding, 

PFAS removal and destruction from municipal 

wastewater will be unaffordable for the fore-

seeable future.

California Commits $291.8M 
to Harvest Water Project

The California Water Commission is commit-

ting $291.8 million in grant funding to support 

Regional San’s project to recycle waste-

water for agricultural use and groundwa-

ter recharge.

Once operational, Harvest Water will 

supply billions of gallons of drought-resistant, 

recycled water per year for agricultural 

use and groundwater recharge near the 

Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. Construction 

of the infrastructure needed to make Harvest 

Water a reality is projected to begin in late 

2023 and be completed in early 2026.

Initial studies and planning for Harvest 

Water began a decade ago in conjunction 

with Regional San’s facility upgrade known 

as the EchoWater Project (see page 38). The 

EchoWater Facility will produce the high-qual-

ity tertiary-treated recycled water needed for 

Harvest Water.

Ultimately, Harvest Water will deliver this 

safe and reliable supply of recycled water to 

facilitate groundwater recovery, boost sustain-

able agriculture and strengthen local habitats.

The project will also sustain a healthy water 

supply for more than 5,000 acres of riparian 

and wetland habitats, supporting a longer 

migration window for fall-run Chinook salmon 

through increased streamflow volume in the 

Cosumnes River. It also will improve regional 

water quality by reducing the salinity load to 

Sacramento River and Delta waterways.
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Digital Success
for Small Utilities

by Steve Green 

A digital roadmap for 
impactful, cost-saving tools

As with larger wastewater utilities that have 

likely started adopting smart water manage-

ment, the thousands of smaller rural and sub-

urban collection systems are contemplating 

how to make their own digital water journeys 

to increase resilience and improve opera-

tional efficiencies.

A number of challenges face these opera-

tors who want to get started with digital. Along 

with the increasing challenge of training their 

workforce and attracting talented technicians, 

the question is: how much and how fast can 

these digital techniques be adopted success-

fully, and what is it going to cost?

Add the effects of climate change with 

more frequent and more intense precipita-

tion events, cyber-attacks and energy resil-

iency, and the result is a challenging situation 

for wastewater utility operators and managers. 

They must do more with less, manage risk by 

anticipating and addressing future challenges 

while replacing an aged infrastructure, many 

times with doubtful or inadequate funding.

The AWWA State of the Water Industry 

2022 Executive Summary identified major 

challenges faced by water utilities. The new 

digital water industry has introduced a wide 

variety of sensor, software and hardware tools 

with the capabilities to help address 15 of the 

summary’s 20 challenges.

Today’s digital innovation will be tomor-

row’s normalcy, but a pivot is required. To 

make digital water management happen, 

operators must untangle the complicated 

array of technologies and find out where to 

start and what to prioritize, assess both capi-

tal and operational costs, and calculate asso-

ciated savings over the current operation.

Defining Digital Wastewater 
Transformation
Smaller utilities are looking to digital transfor-

mation to improve their operations. So, what 

is digital transformation? In a nutshell, it is the 

process of translating data into information for 

improved decision making. The transforma-

tion starts by assessing what systems a utility 

already employs, the challenges and needs a 

digital tool is intended to address, and the gap 

between the current and intended states.

Digital tools to address the gap are then 

researched and a digital roadmap is defined 

to close the performance gap and achieve the 

intended goals by becoming a more digitally 

4369170 © NMEDIA | DREAMSTIME.COM
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informed utility. Each utility’s transforma-

tion is unique. That means the answer to 

the burning questions — how do I start and 

what is it going to cost — depend on the util-

ity’s situation.

Wastewater utilities typically have some 

form of the following systems in place, in 

either a digital or analog form:

• System maps or geographic information 

system (GIS);

• Customer information system (CIS);

• Supervisory, control and data acquisi-

tion (SCADA);

• Maintenance or work orders manage-

ment system, whether basic or computer-

ized (CMMS);

• Laboratory information management sys-

tem (LIMS);

• Operational optimization tools, such as 

excel spreadsheets;

• Enterprise asset management sys -

tem (EAMS);

• Flow metering, infiltration and inflow study 

and pipeline inspection data; and

• Other instrumentation, sensors, software, 

or analog operational tools.

The systems listed above commonly do 

not interact with each other, with data from 

each system remaining within its own data 

silo. Data-informed decision-making thus 

requires significant efforts to access, down-

load, translate and analyze these data into 

meaningful formats, meaning that a time-

constrained manager often makes decisions 

with an incomplete picture. The new digital 

utility upgrades these systems to a digital for-

mat and then combines information gathered 

from these various data sources and opera-

tional silos into a real-time integrated data 

model called a digital dashboard.

The data from all systems is gathered into 

a centralized digital data historian, and the 

data is translated and curated into mean-

ingful information that operators can use for 

better-informed decision making. The digi-

tal dashboard is then translated into appro-

priate formats to enable greater mobility 

for operations teams via access on smart-

phones, tablets and laptops for technicians 

on the field, at home or in the office.

Digital Twins & Dashboards
Moving beyond dashboards, digital twins 

of water systems can be developed to com-

pare scenarios, model changes and con-

duct training in an offline format that is 

nearly identical to the physical system. Data 

science methods such as machine learning 

can then be applied to the digital twin of a 

system. These can provide early awareness 

of risks and offer optimized setpoint recom-

mendations, saving electricity, chemicals 

and other benefits.

For example, consider a theoretical small 

community in the western United States, 

with 7,000 wastewater connections. The 

utility has begun its digital journey by imple-

menting a GIS system, so that operators 

know where the pump stations, utility main-

tenance holes and other system assets are 

located, along with an inventory of their 

parameters. It has a separate paper-based 

work-order system, and local pump station 

controls are in place with alarm dialers.

The initial goal is to implement a com-

puterized maintenance management sys-

tem (CMMS) that is integrated with the 

GIS system so that work orders and asset 

conditions can be tracked and verified 

over time to better inform capital invest-

ment decisions.

From here, the wastewater utility leader 

can prioritize a new centralized SCADA sys-

tem to bring awareness and remote control 

of critical pump stations into a central head-

quarters location. In times of crisis, this will 

increase the resilience of the utility.

From a resources standpoint, this can 

reduce operator trips to the pump stations 

to monitor conditions, freeing up the team 

for other needs and reducing fuel costs and 

emissions associated with truck rolls. The 

utility may even choose to take it a step fur-

ther by implementing a workforce mobil-

ity system to provide visibility of the system 

across mobile devices, modernizing the 

alarming from the current dial, drive, look 

and react approach.

The next step for this small town is to 

deploy real-time sensors in key locations in 

the collection system to enable conditions-

based maintenance. Many wastewater util-

ities conduct jet-cleaning and root-sawing 

activities on their gravity interceptors based 

off of past overflow events, perceptions of 

importance or risk, and any recent robotic 

camera inspections that may be available. 

In most cases, maintenance activities are 

more frequent than necessary and driven 

by historical reasoning, such as “that’s how 

we’ve always done it ,” or “it overflowed 

once eight years ago.”
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Some areas may even get special political 

attention, for example the sewer lines serv-

ing city council members’ houses or similar. 

Readily available and simple to deploy sen-

sor systems can be installed to provide real-

time conditions into a centralized location, 

allowing public works leaders to confidently 

switch to conditions-based maintenance. In 

doing so, they can free up their understaffed 

maintenance teams to address the backlog 

now captured in the new CMMS system.

The data collected from the pump sta-

tion SCADA system and the collection sys-

tem sensors will be catalogued into a digital 

historian with appropriate tagging to ensure 

the usefulness of the data as the town con-

tinues its digital journey. The town can now 

use this data to compare or better correlate 

a hydraulic model of its collection system.

A digital platform solution can be imple-

mented to create a digital twin of the sys-

tem, allowing offline simulations to train new 

team members or test bypassing scenarios 

for planned construction projects. With a 

digital twin in place, data science methods 

such as machine learning can be applied 

to optimize pumping for energy savings, or 

maximize system attenuation and storage to 

avoid overflows during precipitation events.

The utility leader for the small town 

can now shift from historic or reactionary 

operations to a more confident, scientific 

approach. The utility can add features and 

new systems. One such example includes 

adding sensors to the digital platform 

when it makes operational sense and as 

budget allows.

While cost is always a challenge, today’s 

software platforms come in the form of soft-

ware-as-a-service, where data is stored in the 

cloud. There are no IT infrastructure costs for 

servers or other on-premises items, which 

are now provided in a centralized fashion. 

Software updates and security upgrades are 

continuously updated by the provider along 

with timely, integrated help desk support.

The wastewater community already 

knows the strengths and weaknesses of its 

infrastructure. With tools such as real-time 

conditions sensors, a digital twin and data 

science tools, priorities can be managed 

so that maintenance activities are directed 

and money is spent where it is needed as 

defined by data, rather than by instinct or 

uninformed intervals.

Digital Water Roadmap
The first step in a digital journey is the most 

important. Each utility’s case is unique, and 

the utility manager must first answer the 

question: What does your unique digital 

transformation look like? This is where a dig-

ital roadmap (see page 13) comes into play.

Step 1 of the digital roadmap sets the 

stage for steps 2 through 5. As a utility takes 

these steps, the journey increases in com-

plexity, but it also increases value and return 

on investment.

The roadmap writing process starts with a 

thorough site assessment typically led by a 

consulting owner’s engineer. After obtaining 

system descriptions, understanding existing 

data sources and determining historic data 

availability, the engineer then interviews key 

personnel in operations, engineering, lead-

ership and finance, researches the regula-

tory context, and performs an on-site visit. 

All this goes into the existing conditions 

engineering report.

Engineers then perform a multi-dimen-

sion gap analysis — basically what a utility 

has, what it does not have and what it will 

take to achieve project and digital goals —

and then research technology providers 

and products with the capabilities to close 

the identified gaps. A cost-benefit analy-

sis is then completed, leading to an initial 

draft of the four-step journey to the proj-

ect goals. Feedback is then incorporated, 

any further needed scenarios are evaluated 

and the roadmap is finalized. Depending on 

the utility size and complexity, the roadmap 

process can typically be completed within 

four months.

With a roadmap in place, a utility can ana-

lyze its entire operation and know what it 

will require to implement impactful digital 

tools. The roadmap is used to make cases 

for capital investment and obtain the bud-

gets that will provide long-term value. The 

digital roadmap can be integrated with the 

traditional wastewater master plan to ensure 

digital upgrades are done in a logical and 

value-added manner to complement the 

physical infrastructure upgrades.

That answers the question about how to 

get started, but it leaves the second ques-

tion unanswered: how much it will cost? 
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The answer to that depends on the current 

state of a utility and where it wants to be with 

digital systems in the near- and long-term.

The good news is that operators can 

start their digital journeys with an a la carte 

approach. There is a wide range of costs 

depending on the extent and sophistication 

of the digital systems that are implemented. 

Owners and staff should remember that the 

idea around operating with an understand-

ing of facts instead of guesswork pays for 

itself through more efficient operations and 

mitigated risks. 

A sound digital roadmap will clearly show 

the costs and benefits of the journey to 

becoming a digital utility. 

Steve Green is the digital water practice 
leader at Stanley Consultants. Steve has 
spent his 23-year career in business 
development and project delivery roles in 
the water industry, helping water system 
owners improve their infrastructure via 
technology adoption and collaborative 
project delivery. Steve holds a bachelor’s 
degree in bio-resources engineering from 
Montana State University and an MBA 
from the University of Washington. He can 
be contacted via email at greensteve@
stanleygroup.com.
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Improving
Alarm Notifications

by Cody Bann 

Renewable Water Resources 
upgrades its alarm 
notification system.

Greenville County, South Carolina, encom-

passes an area approximately 795 square 

miles with a population of more than 500,000 

people. The water and wastewater infra-

structure servicing the county is intricate and 

robust. It includes more than 350 miles of 

pipes, connecting the community and provid-

ing for future growth and development.

The company managing the county’s 

water and wastewater infrastructure recently 

upgraded its alarm notification system, 

improving operations and monitoring.

The Old Alert Process
For almost 100 years, Renewable Water 

Resources (ReWa) has been responsible 

for the Greenville County water and waste-

water infrastructure. The organization man-

ages eight water resource recovery facilities 

(WRRF). This oversight includes purifying 

more than 40 million gallons of water per day 

from homes, businesses and industries. ReWa 

also operates 83 pump stations and nine 

water treatment facilities. Each facility con-

tains a self-sufficient water treatment process 

with onsite power generation and sometimes 

thousands of gauges, flow meters and storage 

tanks depending on the facility size.

Since 2002, ReWa has relied on AVEVA’s 

System Platform supervisory control and data 

acquisition (SCADA) system, integrated with 

remote alarm notification software, to monitor 

and alert the team about any abnormal oper-

ating conditions. This involved a complicated 

process of the SCADA system calling a mobile 

phone; operators would then stop work, 

answer the call, input a unique identification 

number and then enter an acknowledgement.

This process could take up to one minute. 

While this does not seem very long, it is crit-

ical time lost during possible emergencies. 

Additionally, since these alarm notifications 

were transmitted via cell phones, if the oper-

ator was in a part of the facility without good 

cellular service, the call might break up and 

the entire identification input process would 

have to be repeated.

Upgrading Technology
In 2020, ReWa, the software company, and 

MR Systems, the systems integrator with 

whom ReWa partners to implement technol-

ogy, identified opportunities to improve the 

WRRF alarming systems by deploying a WIN-

911 mobile solution.

Tony Jones, ReWa business analyst, 

reached out to Edward Noyes, application 

engineer with MR Systems. Jones worked 

closely with Noyes, who listened to Jones’ 

concerns and designed a system that met 

ReWa’s security requirements, improved the 

ease and efficiency with which operators can 

monitor and take action based on SCADA 

alarms, and deployed a proactive monitoring 

system to notify ReWa technology personnel 

in the event of a system issue.

The remote alarm notification software’s 

mobile app enables efficient plant operations 

by giving operators the ability to monitor and 

act on SCADA alarms via mobile devices with 

redundant voice and text call outs as needed. 

Additionally, it complements ReWa’s mission 

of supporting wastewater treatment through 

the use of innovative solutions, promoting 

operational efficiency and reinforcing the core 

value of safety and unity.

“While we’ve only been using the mobile 

app for six months, the team has quickly 

adapted to working with the more efficient 

and robust system,” Jones said. “They no 

IMAGES COURTESY WIN-911

ReWa’s treatment process allows for cleaning more than 40 million gallons of wastewater 

per day and to safely introduce clean, re-usable water back into the environment.

Editor’s Focus
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MetroTech III Pro
Booster Pump Control System
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configurable pressure management system.
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Metro Monitoring Pro
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Denso protects water and wastewater  ttings, valves, 
municipal casting chambers and more from corrosion 
through our petrolatum tape system and Viscotaq 
visco-elastic coating products.

Call: 281-821-3355

E-mail: info@densona.com

www.densona.com
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longer waste time punching in identification 

codes or depending on intermittent cell ser-

vice to acknowledge an alarm.”

The remote alarm notification software pro-

vides the teams with faster response times, 

which is critical since many alarms involve 

lost power. In these situations, every minute 

counts to get an alarm message to the team, 

which could mean the difference between 

restarting the generator or experiencing 

an overflow.

Secure Monitoring
The types of alarms monitored include critical 

functions — pumps, ultraviolet disinfecting 

systems, generators and the utility power — 

that can stop a process and result in a sewer 

overflow or discharged of untreated water.

To ensure the systems’ integrities are 

not compromised, it is critical to use the 

most secure architecture possible. To that 

end, Noyes and the MR Systems team 

implemented the highest security lev-

els offered in the form of inter-compo-

nent encr yption in conjunction with a 

custom-built proactive monitoring sys-

tem. The proactive monitoring system 

detects if the remote alarm notification 

software and AVEVA are communicating, 

and notifies designated personnel of any 

issues. Additionally, the software’s integra-

tion with the SCADA system offers ReWa 

another layer of security.

“WIN-911 gives ReWa the confidence 

that they can trust the systems,” Noyes said.

Making a Difference
This proactive and perpetual monitoring 

routinely averts problems. However, in the 

event that any of the equipment is not oper-

ating properly, the remote alarm notifica-

tion software alerts the ReWa team via the 

mobile app, phone call, email, or text. One 

such instance occurred when the team 

The notification software’s integration with a SCADA system offers ReWa another layer of security.



PROBLEM

Abrasive lime, aluminum sulfate, 
sodium aluminate, polyaluminum 
chloride, polymer, sodium hydroxide, 
ferric chloride and other abrasives 
impact the elbow wall at high speed, 
causing elbow wear and blow-outs.  
As a result, you incur ongoing 
downtime and repair costs,  
while exposing  
plant personnel  
to potential  
injury.

SOLUTION

45° and 90° elbows in cast iron, carbon steel, 
aluminum, stainless steel and alloys with 
flanges and socket-weld ends available for all 
popular pipe and tube sizes.

Free, No-Risk Trial Offer

1-610-814-2273
sales@HammerTek.com
www.HammerTek.com

EXAMPLE

Unlike elbows that rely on material 
impact to change direction,  
Smart Elbow® deflection elbows feature 
a spherical chamber that protrudes 
partially beyond the desired 90°  
or 45° pathway, which causes  
a ball of material  
suspended in air  
to rotate, gently  
deflecting material  
around the  
bend.
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www.siwi.org (Stockholm International Water Institute [SIWI])

Abrasives impact the elbow wall Prevent impact with the elbow wall 30 MGD WWTP conveying lime 
ends blow-outs, spills, replacement costs

PREVENT PNEUMATIC ELBOW FAILURE

Conveying lime at the Upper Occoquan Water 
Reclamation Plant in Centreville, VA, wore 
through schedule 80 steel sweep elbows  
every few months.

All elbows were replaced with Smart Elbow 
deflection elbows without a single failure  
after 16 years.

WATCH IT WORK
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received an alarm related to a power out-

age at one of the WRRFs.

A newly installed generator did not auto-

matically start during a power failure. WIN-

911 alerted the technology staff, who then 

began a dialogue with the operations team 

via the mobile app’s chat feature. Because 

of this early and real-time intervention, ReWa 

assessed the problem and determined that 

the generator was not properly wired, avoid-

ing additional problems that an extended 

power loss would have caused.

“Prior to this upgrade, ReWa functioned in 

a reactive mode and waited until the software 

notified the operations team there was an 

issue,” Jones said. “Now, we have completely 

changed this mindset and become more effi-

cient. The IT team knows there is a system 

problem long before the operations team.”

The Future
Named a Utility of the Future by the National 

Association of Clean Water Agencies, ReWa 

is committed to enhancing the area’s qual-

ity of life through the quality of its waterways. 

Using advanced technology like the AVEVA 

System Platform and the software’s mobile 

app helps the team keep that commitment.

“This is a journey and, as a forward-

thinking early adopter, ReWa continues to 

explore technology like remote alarm noti-

fication software that allows us to improve 

infrastructure and operating efficiencies,” 

Jones said. 

Cody P. Bann is director of engineering at 
Austin, Texas-based WIN-911 and may be 
reached at cody.bann@win911.com. The 
company helps deliver critical machine 
alarms via smartphone or tablet app, voice 
(VoIP and analog), text, email, and in-plant 
announcer.

WIN-911, integrated with AVEVA’s system platform, monitors ReWa’s critical functions that can stop a process and result in a sewer overflow or 

discharge of untreated water.
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Fix That 
Summer 
Funk

by Jeremy Wolfe 

Experience the heat of summer 
without the odor

Odor control is often a necessary reality for wastewater utilities. 

Either to abide by local regulations or to maintain good community 

standing, utilities can find themselves working to mitigate odorous 

compounds in their collection systems, treatment facilities and sol-

ids handling facilities.

There are no federal regulations for odor control at wastewater 

treatment plants. However, left unhandled, odor can cause signifi-

cant strain with nearby communities. States and communities have 

many unique regulations and requirements. Nationwide, though, the 

approaches to odor control use the same technologies.

Two Odor Control Approaches
To effectively control odors, wastewater utilities should first identify 

the cause of the nuisance odor and then identify the most effective 

technology to resolve it.

The most prominent compound responsible for odor is hydro-

gen sulfide. Other prominent compounds include methanethiol, 

ammonia, and volatile fatty acids. Many of these compounds are the 

byproducts of microbial activity, often under anaerobic conditions.

Odor control for wastewater collection and treatment includes 

two main approaches: vapor-phase technologies and liquid-phase 

technologies. Vapor-phase technologies control the odorous com-

pounds in gasses and the air, while liquid-phase technologies con-

trol the compounds and microbial activity in the wastewater itself.

These two approaches each have their own host of unique solu-

tions, as touched on below.

Vapor-phase Technologies
Vapor-phase technologies draw in and treat air from the sources of 

odorous compounds. These technologies are directly involved with 

ventilation to ensure that air is only discharged after treatment, often 

solubilizing the compounds.

Some prominent vapor-phase technologies to deal with wastewa-

ter odor control are as follows:
135440634 © MR.SIWABUD VEERAPAISARN, 
168567344 © RODRIGOLAB | DREAMSTIME.COM



Exact flow measurement 

from 10% pipe fill level 
TIDALFLUX 2300 F – Electromagnetic flowmeter with 
integrated non-contact level measurement

•  Accurate (±1%) and cost-saving alternative to open channel systems

• Sensor and converter approved for hazardous areas 

• For municipal or industrial wastewater in non-pressurized pipes

• Broad diameter range up to 64“

• High abrasion and chemical resistance

us.krohne.com/tidalflux2300f

products solutions services



when it comes to being 

energy efficient...size matters

the radical 

solution

• treats high h
2
s loads

• small carbon footprint

• chemical free

• media free 

• odor free

www.vapex.com

hydroxyl radical odor 

control:

      call or email us at

407-977-7250 - sales@vapex.com
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Wet air scrubbing is a vapor-phase 

odor control approach where the system 

adds the targeted compounds to a chem-

ical solution. For example, sodium hydrox-

ide or sodium hypochlorite can be used to 

solubilize hydrogen sulfide. A single-stage 

system can use a single solution to solubi-

lize targeted compounds, whereas a multi-

stage scrubber can treat the air through a 

series of treatments. The approach can treat 

for most prevalent odorous compounds.

Liquid redox uses an aqueous solu-

tion of chelated metal to remove hydro-

gen sulfide from a gas and convert it into 

solid, elemental sulfur. Compared to wet 

air scrubbing, liquid redox processes have 

higher capital costs but lower operating 

chemical costs.

Biofiltration uses microbes to solubi-

lize multiple odorous compounds. They 

are effective at removing sulfur-based com-

pounds, but not as effective at removing 

nitrogen-based compounds.

Solid scavengers convert sulfur com-

pounds into more stable compounds 

through reactions that  consume the 

medium itself. They are ideal for treat-

ing biogas with low to moderate levels of 

hydrogen sulfide.

Carbon adsorption  systems attract 

multiple odorous compounds from the 

air, adhering them to its surface. It can 

remove hydrogen sulfide and other sulfur-

based compounds well, but these systems 

are less effective at treating nitrogen-

based compounds.

Liquid-phase Technologies
Liquid-phase technologies treat the waste-

water stream itself to minimize the release of 

odorous compounds from the stream, often 

by adding chemicals to the wastewater.

Liquid-phase technologies are more 

often used in wastewater collection sys-

tems, rather than wastewater treatment 

plants. This treatment prevents hydrogen 

sulfide from escaping into the air, which 

also prevents corrosion. A single appli-

cation point of liquid-phase technology 

can provide odor control for multiple odor 

release points, such as utility maintenance 

holes and re-pump stations.

Some prominent liquid phase tech-

nologies are:

Iron salts can oxidize or precipitate dis-

solved sulfide, turning it into ferrous sulfide 
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and ferrous iron. At the treatment plant, aeration can then turn these 

compounds into sulfate and ferric iron. Iron salt solutions are clas-

sified as hazardous compounds and require appropriate handling.

Oxidation for odor control involves a strong chemical oxidizing 

agent, which chemically reacts with dissolved sulfide to convert it 

to sulfate or sulfur. The hazardous agent can also treat many other 

odorous and non-odorous compounds. One of the most commonly 

used oxidizers is hydrogen peroxide.

Lastly, the application of the chemical compound anthraqui-

none can also interrupt the processes of sulfate-reducing bacteria, 

controlling the presence of odor-causing sulfide.

Today’s Solutions
The market for wastewater odor control provides a number solu-

tions for utilities to choose from, each providing a unique approach 

to specific odor control technologies. Some of today’s odor control 

solutions providers include:

SciCorp
SciCorp International Corp is a Canadian privately owned envi-

ronmental technology company. SciCorp produces its own liquid 

plant based bioaugmentation products. The company has been 

in operation for 40 years and is currently active in 35 countries. It 

provides liquid micronutrient solutions to the wastewater treatment 

industry to eliminate odor at the source by reducing activity of odor 

producing microbes, while at the same time enhancing the perfor-

mance and activity of non-odor producing microorganisms. The 

use of SciCorp’s technology also reduces energy consumed and 

biosolids produced, thereby reducing CO
2
 emissions and carbon 

footprint. SciCorp also claims that its solution improves treatment 

performance, increases capacity and reduces operating costs of 

WWTPs without additional capital expenditure.

www.scicorp.net



Compressed air, gas
and vacuum solutions

Tom McCurdy, Director of Environmental Sales
Phone:  +1 610 656 1683
E-Mail:  tom.mccurdy@aerzen.com
Web: www.aerzen.com

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT
FROM A TURBO BLOWER?

Operation in hot environments (up to 122 Degrees F)
Long-life airfoil bearing (>80,000 start cycles)
Superior response to changes in system demand (sequencing, upsets) 
Operation with other blower technologies 
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Kusters Water
Kusters Water, in conjunction with CSO 

Group Ltd., offers the Terminodour odor 

c ontro l  te chnolo gy.  C SO G roup has 

installed this technology at hundreds of 

plants throughout the world. This system 

offers a green solution to traditional odor 

control utilizing low amounts of electricity. 

The system can oxidize H
2
S at 50 ppm in a 

building and 500 ppm in a covered tank or 

wet well. It is capable of treating additional 

odorous compounds including VOC’s , 

organic acids, amines, mercaptans, ammo-

nia and others.

www.kusterswater.com

Vapex Environmental
Vapex’s technology utilizes a patented pro-

cess to treat hydrogen sulfide, mercaptans, 

amines and other odorous compounds 

found in municipal wastewater. The pro-

cess creates hydroxyl radicals, a powerful 

oxidant, using only water and electricity. No 

additional chemicals or media are required. 

Hydroxyl radicals are so reactive that a 

small system can treat most of the odors 

gassed from wastewater, allowing the units 

to have a small footprint. The mist creating 

the radicals is sprayed into the enclosed 

space, oxidizing the odors in-situ rather 

than removing the air, leading to a low 

energy demand. In addition to eliminat-

ing odors, the technology also remediates 

fats, oils and grease (FOG), and kills sulfur 

reducing bacteria, decreasing the nega-

tive impacts of FOG buildup and lowering 

microbial induced corrosion. 

www.vapex.com

Veolia Water Technologies
Veolia’s Hydrex Sulfide Elimination System 

(HSES) is designed to combat hydrogen 
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sulfide odors and corrosion. This odor con-

trol solution eliminates foul odors, reduces 

corrosion, and enhances overall operational 

efficiency. The system is available to treat 

H
2
S in solution or vapor phases in wastewa-

ter plants, lift stations, or other H
2
S generating 

areas. This two-step process uses environ-

mentally sustainable and biodegradable 

chemistries to eliminate sulfides. 

The first step is a “reduction” step where 

a reagent is added and removes electrons 

from the sulfide molecule, converting the 

sulfide into inert and safe elemental sul-

fur that cannot reform into sulfide. The sec-

ond step is a regenerative oxidation process, 

where the reagent reacts with an oxidant 

converting it back to its original form, ready 

to attack and reduce another sulfide mol-

ecule.  This process continually works to 

enable the rapid and efficient destruction of 

sulfide until H
2
S levels have been reduced to 

an acceptable level. 

www.watertechnologies.com 

Jeremy Wolfe is an Editor for Wastewater 
Digest. Email him at jwolfe@endeavorb2b.com

Read More Content Online
Looking for more odor control information, products and solutions?  
Visit www.wwdmag.com/33007964 for an introductory article and 
check the related content for even more.
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Establishing Service in 
a Small Coastal Town

by Julianne Page 

Lincolnville implements 
centralized wastewater 

collection and treatment.

Situated in Maine’s Midcoast region, the 

Town of Lincolnville is home to approxi-

mately 2,250 residents. During the summer 

months, tourists flock to this region to take in 

the quaint downtowns and rocky coastline.

Lincolnville Beach offers a reprieve from 

the rocks with a short sandy strip perfect 

for sunbathing, swimming or launching a 

kayak, adjacent to the main thoroughfare. 

Overlooking Penobscot Bay and the Island 

of Isleboro, the beach is close to the island 

ferry service and within walking distance to 

antique shops, galleries, a local museum and 

several restaurants.

Like many small communities, most resi-

dents and businesses historically relied on 

privately owned septic systems and over-

board discharges for wastewater disposal, 

and a handful of restaurants discharged their 

wastewater to a small private treatment facil-

ity. These aging and failing systems were 

leading residents to voice concerns about 

drinking well water quality, as well as the 

environmental impact on Lincolnville Beach 

and Penobscot Bay.

Weekly water testing at Lincolnville Beach, 

in partnership with the University of Maine 

Cooperative Extension’s Healthy Beaches 

Program, had documented unsafe levels of 

enterococci bacteria levels during summer 

months dating back to 2004. With more than 

10,000 visitors to the beach each summer 

and approximately 8,000 vehicles driving 

through daily, protecting the environment 

that draws in tourist business and supports 

an active clam digging industry became a 

significant issue for the town.

The Lincolnville Sewer District was 

established to evaluate different waste-

water treatment options and funding 

resources to implement a public wastewa-

ter collection system and treatment facility in 

the beach area.

Creating a  
Right-Sized Solution
Lincolnville Sewer District officials partnered 

with Woodard & Curran to conduct an alter-

natives analysis to determine the most effec-

tive, affordable option for the community.

One idea was to tie Lincolnville’s waste-

water collection system into a neighboring 

town’s treatment system, but constructing 

more than 5 miles of sewer lines to tie into 

Camden’s system was too costly. However, 

building a small, localized collection sys-

tem and package treatment plant bal-

anced affordability and long-term benefits 

to meet community needs at a manage-

able investment.

The recommended approach included 

a small diameter gravity sewer collec-

tion system that would deliver wastewa-

ter to a centralized treatment facility. The 

new water reclamation facility (WRF) is 

located adjacent to the existing privately 

held treatment system and is able to reuse 

the existing ocean outfall for discharge of 

treated effluent.

The town implemented a small diameter gravity sewer collection system, The town implemented a small diameter gravity sewer collection system, 

which delivers wastewater to a centralized treatment facility.which delivers wastewater to a centralized treatment facility.
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Electrical protection you can trust
EVERY DAY.

Our nonmetallic electrical enclo-
sures are tested to protect your 
electrical components  even in 
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The existing submersible pump stations 

were also able to be reused, with minor modi-

fications made to accommodate larger pumps 

that could handle the additional flows. An 

energy-efficient, customizable, on-site waste-

water treatment solution was selected to 

provide biological treatment, and ultraviolet 

irradiation was included for disinfection.

The new WRF was built on a steep slope 

behind a busy ferry terminal on Route 1, over-

looking Penobscot Bay. This challenging, 

quarter-acre parcel of land was a key factor 

in choosing the treatment system, which is 

suitable for small spaces with the capacity to 

treat the design average day flow of 25,000 

gallons per day.

Another key component to the project 

included provisions for fats, oils, and grease 

(FOG) trapping and collection mechanisms 

at source locations. Several commercial con-

nections to the system are seasonal food 

establishments, which makes it critical to 

remove as much FOG at the source as pos-

sible to reduce wear on the collection system 

and overall operations costs.

The town was encouraged to collaborate 

with restaurants to install grease traps/recep-

tors or automatic grease recovery units. The 

Lincolnville Sewer District also incorporated 

this provision into its sewer use ordinance.

Funding Critical 
Infrastructure
While the collection system and associated 

WRF was critical for protecting the area’s envi-

ronment and water quality, the system has so 

few users that user fees would not be enough 

to pay back this significant investment.

Several funding avenues were identified to 

back this project, including a $1 million grant 

from the Maine Department of Environmental 

The WRF overlooking the Penobscot Bay 

includes an anoxic tank (foreground), an 

aerated reactor (not pictured), a storage tank 

for treated effluent (mid-photo), and a control 

building to match the coastal aesthetic.

The new wastewater collection system and 

associated WRRF have been online for two 

years. Approximately half of the anticipated 

users are now connected to the system, with 

more connections anticipated.
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Protection; a $1 million grant and $1.6 mil-

lion loan from the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, Rural Development; a $500,000 

Community Development Block Grant; and 

a $250,000 grant from the Northern Border 

Regional Commission.

A public outreach campaign helped garner 

the necessary support from area residents 

and businesses to establish the Lincolnville 

Sewer District, which used these funds to 

cover construction and startup costs in lieu of 

existing ratepayer fees.

The town also implemented incentives 

to homeowners willing to disconnect their 

septic tanks and tie into the new sewer sys-

tem, such as covering the installation cost 

for 20 grinder pump stations at homes situ-

ated at a lower elevation than the new grav-

ity sewer line.

Small & Successful
Woodard & Curran also advised the 

Lincolnville Sewer District on hiring a con-

tract operator for the new WRF. The con-

tract operator visits the site several times a 

week to check the system and collect sam-

ples that are sent to an independent labora-

tory for testing.

The new WRF is equipped with a super-

visory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

system, included in the project design, that 

connects to a cellular auto-dialer, which noti-

fies the operator in the event any system 

alarms are enabled.

The new wastewater collection system 

and associated WRF have been online for 

two years. Effluent produced through the 

treatment process is consistently testing at a 

higher quality than required by the facility’s 

discharge permit. Approximately half of the 

anticipated users are now connected to the 

system, with more connections anticipated.

With summer businesses open for the sea-

son, locals and tourists can visit Lincolnville 

Beach, eat locally harvested clams, and rec-

reate in the waters of Penobscot Bay know-

ing the environment is being kept safe and 

healthy for all to enjoy. 

Julianne Page, PE, is a technical manager 
at Woodard & Curran with more than ten 
years of experience in municipal wastewater 
engineering. She has led 
design and construction 
administration efforts 
for a variety of projects 
throughout the United 
States including 
wastewater treatment 
plants, pump stations 
and collection systems. 

A small, localized collection system and 

package treatment plant met community 

needs at a manageable investment.
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Sponsored | Contech Engineered Solutions

Water/Wastewater Solutions
Steel Reinforced 

Polyethylene (SRPE) 
technology by Contech

Municipal and industrial wastewa-
ter management, storage and 
treatment presents owners and 

project designers with many unique chal-
lenges. From the laterals connecting resi-
dential, commercial and industrial facilities 
to the collection system, to final treatment 
and discharge, wastewater’s corrosive 
properties and the environmental costs of 
leakage require piping systems that pro-
vide long service life and watertight joints. 
Contech’s family of wastewater products 
provide industry leading performance and 
more than 100-year service life at cost 
points that allow customers to do more with 
ever-shrinking budgets.

DuroMaxx® steel reinforced poly-
ethylene (SRPE) pipe technology com-
bines the strength of steel with the 
durability of HDB pressure-rated plas-
tic. Reinforced bell and spigot or fully 
welded joints easily meet water tightness 
standards for ASTM D3212. With diame-
ters from 30-inch to 120-inch, standards 
lengths of 14 to 24 feet, a compact wall 

profile, and project specific custom fittings,  
DuroMaxx is an optimal solution for sani-
tary sewer overflow tanks and wastewa-
ter pipeline applications. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.ContechES.com/wastewater
800.338.1122
info@conteches.com





®

(Authorized Dealer)

Reduce Sludge Cake
60% in Just 3 Minutes

Elode USA, Inc
Norwood, NJ

ElodeUSA.com

201-568-7778

Before ELODE®: 20% DS After ELODE®: 47% DS

Electro-Osmosis Dehydrator®
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Product Spotlight | Odor Control & Corrosion Control

Modular Covers
Modular covers from Evoqua control odor, algae and 
temperature at water and wastewater treatment plants. 
Evoqua’s Geomembrane Technologies modular floating 
covers reduce the effects of wind and sunlight on water 
underneath. Gases are contained beneath the cover, lim-
iting the emission of foul odors. The pie-like segments of 

the cover can be easily removed for maintenance, although the cover is strong enough for 
workers to safely walk across it. Applications include lagoons, round tanks, rectangular ba-
sins, and there are retractable/removable, odor control and insulated options available.
Evoqua Water Technologies

www.evoqua.com

Corrosion Protection 
Encasement
For years, Polyethylene Encasements 
(Polywrap) have successfully been used 
to protect ductile iron pipes (DIP) from ex-
terior corrosion. This proven system is the 
most cost-effective way to protect DIP even 
in the most corrosive environments. With 
recent advance-
ments a new form 
of Polywrap has 
been developed, 
Enhanced Poly-
wrap. Enhanced 
Polywrap not only 
creates a barrier 
between potentially corrosive soils and the 
surface of the pipe but also has additives 
infused in the inside layer of the wrap that 
meets the surface of the pipe. The antimi-
crobial additive fights against any bacteria 
that may cause corrosion while the VCI neu-
tralizes any corrosive liquids that may seep 
between the wrap and the pipe.
AA Thread

www.aathread.com

Manhole System
The HOBAS Fiberglass Reinforced Watertight Structural manhole system 

consists of Hobas pipe, T-base and now a cone to provide a complete 
corrosion resistant leak-free system. The manholes are manufac-

tured to exceed AASHTO H-20/HS-20 loading design stan-
dards and are stiffer than the current minimum requirements 
of the ASTM manhole standards. The hydraulic efficiency 
means that the flow will remain uninterrupted through the T-

base structures, minimizing odor emissions as well as the release of hydrogen sulfide gases. 
These manholes offer ease of installation as they are light weight and the couplings produce 
leak-free service.
Hobas Pipe USA

www.hobaspipe.com





Water Quality Monitoring
Incorporating optical or electrode-based measurement technologies, the 
Thermo Scientific Orion 8000 Series Analyzer Platform inte-
grates multiple analyzers, each one monitoring a single water 
parameter, while covering a wide range of concentrations for 
use across several applications, such as drinking, ultrapure, 
cooling, boiler and wastewater analysis. This means the plat-
form can meet the high-quality water analysis needs of a broad 
array of industries, including power, municipal drinking water 
and wastewater, food and beverage, pulp and paper, refinery, and semiconductor. The plat-
form is currently available as an ammonia analyzer using colorimetric technology.
Thermo Fisher Scientific

www.thermofisher.com

Product Spotlight | Monitoring & Instrumentation

601-734-2883  |   www.Airjammer.com  |  sales@airjammer.com

When aeration systems unexpectedly fail or additional  
DO is needed temporarily, Air Jammer systems are 
available for rent or sale to meet your needs promptly.  
The Air Jammer is easy to install and easy to maintain to  
get you up and running quickly. Air Jammer units can 
be shipped overnight air if necessary. The permanent 
installation of Air Jammer units can provide long term 
reliability and excellent oxygen transfer.

Air Jammer® Aerator System

Areas of Use:
Lift Stations • Pre-aeration Systems • Aeration Basins • Effluent Aeration Cells • FOG Flotation Units

Aerobic Sludge Digesters • Lagoons • Replace Diffused Air •  Remove H2S • Precipitates Iron

Portable Meter Kits
The Environmental Express lineup of new 
Oakton 100 Series Portable Handheld 
Meter Kits provide a convenient, com-
pact design with a 
large display. The 
kit’s carrying case 
makes it ideal for 
use out in the field 
and in the laborato-
ry. Five different kits 
are available. Each 
kit is designed for 
specific testing and 
includes one meter 
and compatible components. The portable 
kits include: the pH Meter Kit, conductiv-
ity meter kit, ion meter kit, pH/conductivity 
meter kit, and dissolved oxygen meter kit. 
All meters are designed with a built-in micro-
processor chip that enables auto calibration, 
auto temperature compensation, parameter 
setting, self-diagnosis, auto power-off and 
low-battery reminders.
Environmental Express

www.environmentalexpress.com

Free Ammonia Analyzer
The Instran free ammonia analyzer provides rapid, real-time, multi-stream 
reliable analysis of free ammonia (NH

3
) in both drinking water and waste-

water treatment plants. The free ammonia online analyzer provides 
rapid, high frequency real-time data on NH

3
 levels in nine minutes with 

sensitivity down to 0.01 ppm. The analyzer features a robust and stable  
design that can maintain its sensitivity and calibrated status for an unlimit-
ed timeframe, while operating reliably, regardless of sample matrix condi-
tions. The analyzer is backed by Aqua Metrology Systems’ technical sup-
port service that ensures minimum time-to-repair and maximum uptime.

Aqua Metrology Systems

www.aquametrologysystems.com



SEPTEMBER 26-28   |   2023   |   LOUISVILLE, KY

1.4 MILLION
square feet  
of exhibits

OVER 19,000
attendees

32 ACRES
of equipment  
and services

The largest and fastest growing trade show for the utility infrastructure and construction 
industry is back. Experience the latest technologies, innovations and trends through live 
talks and hands-on demos in our expansive layout.

Where the Utility
Industry Goes to Grow

Register now at theutilityexpo.com  
and save 20% with code PARTNER20



Radar and Ultrasonic
The Best of Both Technologies. 

We understand that every 
application is diff erent, 
there’s not always a simple 
solution to the problem.

Pulsar Measurement are experts in both 
technologies. Providing the perfect 

product to give you accurate 
and reliable level measurements.

Scan this code for more details or visit: 
pulsarmeasurement.com/
radar-and-ultrasonic 

Contact us at:
northamerica@pulsarmeasurement.com
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New Products

Human-machine Interface Cover
Stahlin SolarShield covers provide human-machine interface 
(HMI) screen protection in harsh environments. These new, 
patented units offer durable, non-metallic HMI coverage for 
use with enclosures of all material types. The covers protect 
HMI screens from ultraviolet light and harsh environmental 
conditions. The covers feature side shields that provide easy, 
hands-free viewing regardless of the angle of the sun. They can 
be used in both outdoor and indoor applications, protecting 
against sun, dust, water (rain, sleet, snow), sand, oils, grease, 

dirt, foreign objects, and other environmental conditions that cause corrosion and damage.
Stahlin Enclosures

www.stahlin.com

Twin Shaft Grinder
NETZSCH Pumps North America’s N.Mac 
twin shaft grinder is designed to protect 
pumps and processes, fragmenting a variety 
of materials. It is ideal 
for wastewater treat-
ment. Available in both 
open channel and in-
line (flanged) housing 
construction, the grind-
er can be installed into 
influent channels and 
pump stations, up-
stream from a pump or 
where needed. It can be installed vertically or 
horizontally for hopper applications. Featur-
ing cartridge cutting knives for the quick and 
simple replacement and servicing, it offers 
quenched lubricated mechanical seals as 
standard for dry running capability. The me-
chanical seal cartridge design — a leak free 
combination of mechanical seal and bear-
ing cartridges — also enables for quick and 
simple replacement and servicing.
NETZSCH Pumps North America

www.pumps.netzsch.com

Combination Motor Controller
Eaton’s XT compact combination starter is designed to provide com-
plete motor circuit protection in a cost-effective, compact solution. Its 
reduced footprint and replaceable components make this combination 
starter easy to install and maintain. The starter consists of a UL Type F 
combination motor controller, control power transformer (CPT), terminal 
block, Hand/Off/Auto selector switch, rotary style disconnect and red 
RUN pilot light. The motor controller features an XT contactor, manual 
motor protector (MMP) and adjustable Class 10 thermal overload.
Eaton

www.eaton.com
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Plant Profile

Regional San EchoWater
by Bob Crossen 

The largest CWSRF project in California 
completes construction under 

budget while meeting permitting 
requirements for ammonia removal.

After one decade and $1.7 billion across more than 20 projects, the 

EchoWater Resource Recovery Facility project for Regional San is 

complete, making it the second largest plant of its kind in the U.S.

Regional San spans a 3,200 acre space between Sacramento, 

California and Elk Grove, California. Of that space, 1,100 acres are 

process areas with 2,100 acres of buffer land. It treats 135 million gal-

lons per day for a population of 1.6 million people.

Christoph Dobson, Regional San general manager, said the buffer 

land was purchased years ago with the recognition that the commu-

nity would expand and eventually encroach on the treatment plant. 

Keeping that buffer land allows it to ensure noise, odor and dust are 

not issues for its neighbors.

The decade-long EchoWater project was initiated following com-

munications from the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control 

Board in 2010, when it issued new treatment requirements for 

Regional San’s wastewater discharge permit.

“That was the very beginning. We had to start planning, design 

and construction,” Dobson said.

What is EchoWater?
The most critical element of the EchoWater project was ammonia 

removal. To achieve that, biological nutrient removal (BNR) became 

the cornerstone for the project’s overall goals. The BNR process 

spans nearly 18 football fields in size on the facility’s 3,200 acres.

For Regional San, the performance of the process is proof that it 

was worth the investment.

“It’s extremely effective and a very good process,” Dobson said. 

“We’re removing 99%+ of ammonia in wastewater and about 88% of 

the total nitrogen.”

The project did not earn any grants and was funded entirely by 

ratepayers through the use of a Clean Water State Revolving Fund 

(CWSRF) loan from the California State Water Resources Control 

Board in the amount of $1.5 billion. It is the largest listed CWSRF loan 

on the California Water Boards’ website. With the help of that loan 

and its low interest rate between 1.7 and 1.8%, ratepayers were saved 

an estimated $500 million in interest payments.

“We were very fortunate we got that,” Dobson said, adding the 

amount was so large that it impacted the SRF program on a broader 

scale. “We kind of became a little bit of the villain that had tied up the 

SRF loans, but it was very effective for us.”

He said, in the end, the project was able to complete the work with-

out the need for all $1.5 billion in the initial loan. He said EchoWater 

used approximately $1.4 billion in total.

Plant Description and Flow
Regional San is an advanced tertiary treatment plant, the size of 

which is only smaller than that of the Blue Plains Advanced WWTP 

in Washington, D.C. Dobson said Regional San’s permitted capac-

ity is 181 million gallons per day (mgd), but during extreme weather 

events, it handles more than triple that permitted capacity.

“We’ve been handling flows in excess of 600 million gallons per 

day during the recent atmospheric river events that we’ve had here 

in California over the past winter,” Dobson said.

Following the flow of the water into the plant, it is met with bar 

screens, sediment, and scum and grit removal processes in the pri-

mary treatment stage. In the secondary treatment stage, it enters the 

BNR treatment process, which Dobson said is one of the newer addi-

tions to the facility. This stage was vital for meeting the new permit 

requirements, particularly for ammonia removal.

“Our process at the time was carbonaceous oxidation tanks, and 

they don’t remove ammonia,” Dobson said of the change in permit-

ting requirements in 2010, “so the BNR is there to remove ammonia.”

After that, the water enters the secondary sedimentation tanks 

before it moves to tertiary treatment.

“The tertiary process — this is another new process for us — is 

granular media filtration, so that was a new one that was part of the 

EchoWater project,” Dobson said. “And then of course we have dis-

infection contact basins and finally we neutralize the chlorine with 

sodium bisulfite before we discharge to the Sacramento River.”

Dobson said there is an 800-foot pipeline diffuser that leads to the 

discharge point at the bottom of the Sacramento River. As for the sol-

ids, Regional San uses anaerobic digestion.
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“From there, the solids head out to our solids storage basins where 

they further break down over about a five-year period,” Dobson said. 

“And then — we like to call it harvesting — we dredge the solids from 

the bottom and inject those into the soil and disc that into the soil of 

our lined, dedicated land disposal units.”

Not all solids are disposed in this way, however, as around 25% of 

those solids are sent to Synagrow, a biosolids recycling facility, with 

which Regional San has an established public-private partnership. 

Synagrow then converts those solids into a Class A fertilizer that is 

used on farms and agricultural operations throughout the region, 

which aligns with Regional San’s value and mission of environmen-

tal stewardship.

Water Reuse is the Future
On a similar note of values alignment, Regional San currently has a 2 

to 3 mgd Title 22 recycled water facility on its plant site, which is used 

to water local ballfields and landscaping. Some of that recycled water 

is even provided to an industrial user for a cooling water application.

While the amount is quite small in the grand scheme of Regional 

San’s efforts, Dobson said the tertiary process that is now in opera-

tion treats water to such a degree that it could all fulfill Title 22 require-

ments as well.

Recycling that water — a project Regional San is calling Harvest 

Water (see page 8) — is the next evolution for the facility, and it aims to 

have water flowing by 2025.

“Harvest Water will pump about 50,000 acre feet per year to south-

ern Sacramento County farmers, and they’re going to use that water to 

irrigate their crops,” Dobson said. “Right now, they all use groundwater 

so they’re pumping from the ground and, with the drought and every-

thing, that’s over-drafting those groundwater basins.”

One benefit of this process is “in-lieu groundwater recharge,” mean-

ing that reducing groundwater pumping allows for natural recharge 

of that groundwater. Dobson said that, over the life of the project, the 

groundwater table is expected to raise by 25 feet. Harvest Water also 

expects improvements to riparian forest habitats in addition to more 

sustainable agricultural water use. Half of the $600 million cost is 

already allotted through grant funding. 

Bob Crossen is editorial director for the Endeavor Business Media 
Water Group and is editor-in-chief of Wastewater Digest. Crossen can 
be reached at bcrossen@endeavorb2b.com.

GET YOUR PLANT PROFILED!
Share your successes and tell us why your plant is exceptional at 

www.wwdmag.com/plant-profile-submission-form.

Location: Sacramento County, California
Size: 135 average mgd; 181 peak mgd
Equipment: bar screens, sedimentation tanks, scum 
removal, grit removal, biological nutrient removal, 
granular sand media filtration, anaerobic digestion, 
enhanced disinfection

WATCH THE VIDEO

Watch the interview with Cristoph Dobson on Wastewater Digest at 
www.wwdmag.com/33008123.
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Marketplace

Calendar

September 2023
SEPTEMBER 10-12 – Smart 

Water Summit, Scottsdale, AZ, 

smartwatersummit.com

SEPTEMBER 25-27 – 

WaterPro Conference, Aurora, 

CO, waterproconference.com

SEPTEMBER 26-28 – The 

Utility Expo 2023, Lousville, 

KY, theutilityexpo.com

SEPTEMBER 30- 
OCTOBER 4 – WEFTEC 

2023, Chicago, IL, weftec.org

October 2023
OCTOBER 3-5 – AWWA 

WaterSmart Innovations, Las 

Vegas, NV, awwa.org

OCTOBER 4-7 – AWT 

Annual Convention 

and Conference, Grand 

Rapids, MI, awt.org

November 2023
NOVEMBER 5-9 –

Water Quality Technology 

Conference, Dallas, 

Texas, awwa.org

NOVEMBER 14-16 – One 

Water Summit, Tucson, AZ, 

uswateralliance.org

wwdmag.com/subscribe

Get your FREE 
subscription today!

Knowhow & Insights for 
Wastewater Professionals
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Classic Smoke Candles Smoke Fluid Systems

Smoke Testing the most cost effective 
method to find Sources of Surface Inflow    

for Sewer Testing
REDUCE SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOWS

Marketplace

PERFORMANCE, ENGINEERED.

trilliumflow.com/h20

Proven process pumps, service, and 
support powered by performance-
engineered flow control solutions that 
maximize your operational life for your 
water treatment operation. 

WEMCO® – Torque-Flow®WEMCO – Torque-Flow WEMCO® – Screw-Flow WSPTM – Chop Flow

WEMCO® – Hydrogritter WSPTM – Non-Clog – Non-Clog



Another Vanton AdVantage

Verified Performance
Our thermoplastic pumps have to live up to  
everything you specify, before they get to  
become your pumps.

At Vanton, we take pride in our products. That’s why every pump  
that leaves our plant does so only after undergoing rigorous  
performance testing to ensure they will meet every aspect of your  
stated requirements. Not every other pump, not every tenth pump,  
but every single pump we manufacture is subjected to these  
performance tests to verify it will deliver everything you need  
and expect.

No small print, no hidden clauses, no excuses…ever! 

That’s why when you need a pump that performs, think Vanton.  
You’ll sleep better at night.

PUMP & EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

vanton.com

Sump-Gard®

Vertical Centrifugal
Pumps

Flex-I-Liner®

Rotary Peristaltic
Pumps

Pump/Tank
Non-metallic 

Systems

Chem-Gard®

Horizontal Centrifugal
Pumps

Visit our display at WEFTEC in booth 1841




